Fall & Electrical Hazards Pre-Questionnaire
Choose the ONE best answer.
1. Fall Protection is required at:
a. 4 feet
b. 8 feet
c. 20 feet
d. 50 feet
2. Falls from heights are more common than same level falls.

TRUE

FALSE

3. When climbing a ladder, you must do all of the following EXCEPT:
a. Carry your tools in one hand, so the other is free to grip the ladder
b. Face the ladder rungs
c. Stay centered between the sides of the ladder
d. Use 3 points of contact
4. Which of the following is a common electrical hazard?
a. Breaker box
b. Frayed electrical cord
c. Guards on an auger
d. Turning lights on and off quickly
5. Which of the following would not be a potential consequence of electrical hazards?
a. Electrocution
b. Engulfment
c. Explosion
d. Fire
6. Which statement is true about Lock Out/Tag Out (LOTO)?
a. Each person has their own lock & key
b. Everyone shares a lock
c. Only supervisors have a lock & key
d. Someone else takes your lock off

Fall & Electrical Hazards Pre-Questionnaire
ANSWER KEY
Choose the ONE best answer.
1. Fall Protection is required at:
a. 4 feet
b. 8 feet
c. 20 feet
d. 50 feet
2. Falls from heights are more common than same level falls.

TRUE

FALSE

3. When climbing a ladder, you must do all of the following EXCEPT:
a. Carry your tools in one hand, so the other is free to grip the ladder
b. Face the ladder rungs
c. Stay centered between the sides of the ladder
d. Use 3 points of contact
4. Which of the following is a common electrical hazard?
a. Breaker box
b. Frayed electrical cord
c. Guards on an auger
d. Turning lights on and off quickly
5. Which of the following would not be a potential consequence of electrical hazards?
a. Electrocution
b. Engulfment
c. Explosion
d. Fire
6. Which statement is true about Lock Out/Tag Out (LOTO)?
a. Each person has their own lock & key
b. Everyone shares a lock
c. Only supervisors have a lock & key
d. Someone else takes your lock

